
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CARRIAGE  
FOR A TRANSPORT/CHARTER ORDER 

1. The transport / charter order should be correctly performed with suitable equipment, 
personnel and the necessary and legally required tools and resources; 

2. feed", "GMP + FSA assurance" and "IDTF code" on the  
CMR/bill of lading, and you state the products carried in the three previous loads on 
the CMR/Bill of Lading using IDTF codes; 

3. You state the Looop* shipment number on both the invoice and the CMR / Bill of 
Lading; 

4. You are required to forward the loaded and unloaded weights within 48 hours to 
supportlogistics@looop.company with reference to our unique case file / sequence 
number (vb. 1234/1) 

5. You should state the full name of the sender and the name of the addressee on the 
CMR/Bill of Lading, weight docket and any other transportation documents, and you 
should ensure the documents are signed by the addressee; 

6. You are required to take one sample of the batch carried, and to hand this sample to 
the addressee; 

7. You are required to hand over the product data sheet of the product to be carried, 
and to attach it to your invoice to Looop*. 

8. You are required to forward a CMR/Bill of Lading and weight docket, signed for 
approval, attached to your invoice, to Looop* using the email address 
invoicelogistics@looop.company ; 

9. For any questions, delays, claims and other issues, you should immediately contact 
Looop* via telephone number: 088 56 66 711; 

10. If any additional or unforeseen charges are incurred in the performance of the order, 
such charges will exclusively be paid by Looop* subject to prior approval in writing; 

11. You are not permitted to outsource the transport orders unless Looop* issued prior 
approval in writing; 

12. You undertake to perform the order as a competent goods carriage driver acting  
reasonably; 

13. You will indemnify Looop* for all and any losses incurred by Looop* as a result of 
incorrect performance of the order. This includes, but is not limited to, the above 
transportation obligations. This indemnification is also extended to all and any persons 
and legal entities directly or indirectly related to Looop* that incur losses due to 
incorrect performance of the order. 
 

* Looop is defined as including any persons and legal entities related to Looop. 

work. 
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